Self-Reliance, Independence and World Peace
First of all, I would like to extend my deepest thanks to the organizing committee
and all distinguished participants here in this august gathering for inviting me as
director of ARIJI and Chairman of the Study Forum for Self Reliance, Nepal to this
meeting and giving the opportunity to make a speech.
It is my honor and privilege to pay deep respect to Great Leader Eternal President
KIM IL SUNG, who is the founder of the immortal Juche Idea and eternal President
of the Socialist Korea and eternal General Secretary of the Workers' Party of
Korea Comrade KIM JONG IL, who enriched and further develop Juche Idea.
I also avail myself of this opportunity to sincerely appreciate and with my best
wishes for achieving fresh success to His Excellency Marshal KIM JONG UN,
Chairman of the Workers' Party of Korea, Chairman of the National Affairs
Commission of the DPRK and Supreme Commander of the Korean Armed Forces
who inherit the cause of President KIM IL SUNG and General Secretary Comrade
KIM JONG IL.
Dear Comrades,
We are living in the first quarter of the of the 21st century in a complicated situation
of internal and external crisis, fear and poverty, economic recession and
bankruptcy, struggle for independence and self reliance, natural disaster and
suppression of the so-called super powers in various unnatural pretext.
I hope, we all agree that there are many problems and questions to be solved
through struggle based on the national unity of the people of a country as a whole.
I think, and all of us agree, that the approach and methods of developing society
are different from country to country.
As time passes, human beings future is becoming worse and so dark due to the
political and economic crisis, religious misunderstandings and so on. World
people's desire to live in an independent peaceful atmosphere with happiness
becomes impractical dream.
Self-reliance, independence and world peace are expected by the world people in
their own countries. As we have witnessed in the Socialist Korea, the Korean
people are enjoying independence with self reliance, thanks to the founder of the
Self reliance policy of great President KIM IL SUNG which made possible for the
Korean people. The Juche idea is a great ideology which opened a new era of
socio-philosophical development in both theoretical and useful terms.

The ever-conquering history of Korean people is rooted on the warrior
distinctiveness of Comrade KIM JONG IL, who had enriched and further developed
the Juche idea and stands firm against the imperialist's frantic offense as well as
the heroic Korean people's struggle for real justice.
The Kimilsung-kimjongilism is the ever-victorious Juche Idea and the greatest
philosophy that make it possible to develop a country as a socialist power in short
period even in spite of the inhuman blockade of reactionaries. The reason is that
the Korean people have clearly understood the importance and necessities of selfreliance, independent development and peace around the earth.
In this context, it will be a great blunder if we do not mention the true guideline and
farsighted policy made by His Excellency Marshal KIM JOING UN, the supreme
leader of the party, state and army on recently held 4th plenary meeting of the 7th
Central Committee of the Workers' Party of Korea, where respected Marshal
underscored the need to more vigorously advance socialist construction by dint of
self-supporting national economy suited to the specific local conditions of the DPR
Korea based on Korean people's efforts, technology and resources under the
uplifted banner of self-reliance and set forth immediate objectives and tasks to be
carried out without fail in further demonstrating the might of the self-supporting
economy.
His Excellency Marshal KIM JONG UN stressed -" the self-reliance and selfsupporting national economy are the bedrock of the existence of our own style
socialism, the motive power of its advance and development and the eternal lifeline
essential to the destiny of our revolution".
Marshal KIM JONG UN has truly clarified the immortal guidelines to be adhered to
as the lifeline in the struggle for building the powerful socialist country. He said - "to
thoroughly establish the socialist lifestyle is an important work for maintaining the
Juche character and national identity and preserving the true nature of socialism
and giving full play to its advantages in the field of cultural life".
Entire progressive and peace-loving people of the world have admired the
immortal guideline for the independent development of the country and for which
they are struggling hard to live prestigious life independently in a peaceful
environment.
To achieve the above mentioned goal, IIJI, ARIJI, other Regional Institutes of
Juche Idea in other continent of world and each and every national level group for
the study of the Juche Idea and self-reliance should encourage all of their
members to participate in the meetings and seminars of self reliance and organize

their tour to the DPR of Korea, where they can have actual feeling and first hand
information on the reality. It is said that seeing is 1000 times better than listening or
reading. If we experience visiting DPRK once, we can realize how much the
western world are propagating negatively and behaving with our dear socialism.
Dear Comrades,
We have enough ground to cooperate each other to disseminate the Juche idea
our sake for our self reliance and for our inner desire to live in a peaceful society
independently. This, I am sure, will be an expression of our solidarity and our good
faith to the Korean comrades.
Availing myself of this opportunity I, on behalf of entire Juche Idea followers and
Juche Idea Study Groups of Nepal and members of our Forum for Self-reliance
Studies, Nepal and on my behalf, extend our best wishes to respected Marshal
KIM JONG UN. who is leading the ever-victorious struggle of the Korean people, to
realize fresh success for achieving independent and peaceful reunification of
Korea and to build Korea- a strong socialist nation in the world and to achieve the
final victory of the Juche cause!
- Long Live KIM IL SUNG-KIM JONG ILism!
- Long Live Juche Idea and Songun Policy!
- Long Live Nepal- DPR Korea relations!
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